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Abstract

In a first instance, we approached a view of the Brazilian fishery management underwent political decisions that have modified its organizational administrative structure along last years, for example, no longer consider seasonal fishing closures subsidies to small scale fishers, in part given the current political and economic crisis creating the need to cut down on costs; a decision, that is likely to create further costs, nullifying the savings hoped for. Secondly, we provide suggestions on ways to maintain these subsidies, as to improve the fishery management processes, urging that considering fisheries participants in the political decisions will become essential for sustainable small-scale fisheries.
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Introduction

Fishing is documented as the first activity that prompted humans to organize in settlements, circa 45,000 y before present. In fact, fishing may precede the agricultural revolution [1], given this livelihood readily provided valuable natural resources with consistency - i.e., fishes and other food of aquatic origin. Despite profound changes in fisheries practices along history (e.g., large-scale fishing involving vessels with sophisticated navigation and catch equipment), small-scale fisheries remain responsible for important food supply, with roughly 30 million t of edible fish and shellfish caught worldwide yearly [2].

Globally, adequate management of fishing stocks is one of humanity’s most pressing challenges, such that striving to attain sustainable fisheries ever requires insightful knowledge of the drivers that may foster or hinder such state. Nowadays, of the “big barriers” to sustainable fishing [2], the overwhelmingly higher government-subsidized large-scale fisheries may compromise the viability of small-scale fisheries. Indeed, while the large-scale fishery sector may be financially unsustainable without external subsidies [3], this activity sector may be responsible for the depletion many fishing stocks, including 8-20 million t of discarded by catch [4]. Furthermore, many large-scale fishing practices may compound these negative impacts by destroying benthic habitat on which many exploited species rely [5]. Thereby, the overall impacts of such financial support in favour of large-scale fisheries are argued to increasingly imperil small-scale fisheries [6]. While fishery policies may sway in the favour of different interests, the admittedly unfair funding model favoring large-scale fisheries may be the result of difficult record-keeping and management of a much larger number of small-scale fishers by government agencies (an issue raised by [2]).

In this opinion note, we aim to underscore how the current Brazilian economical and political contexts might have led to a nation wide ‘planned disorganization’ of small-scale fishing policies, triggered from poorly-adapted governance regime targeting cost reductions, without any serious considerations
to potentially interconnected and long-terms negative impacts. Here, we focus on improvements that may be undertaken with regard to managing small-scale fisheries, considering the stakeholders-resource relationship, as this remains fundamental for the advent of feasible and adapted small-scale fisheries governance in Brazil.

Of all the fishing occurring along the extensive Brazilian coastline and hydrographic basins (e.g., the Amazon), 52.5% of such activity may be considered ‘small-scale’ and provides a livelihood to an excess of 3 million of individuals [7]. In 2010, of the entire Brazilian gross national product (GNP), the fishing sector accounted for 7% or US$3 4.4 bi [8]. Given the economical importance of the fishing sector as a whole, the enduring health of small-scale/artisanal fishing is thus of direct relevance for a significant portion of the Brazilian population. Brazilian governmental agencies, such as the Ministries of the Environment and Fisheries are in principle responsible to establish and implement policies aimed at regulating fishing activities for sustainable resource management. Contrastingly to many admittedly detrimental effects to small-scale fisheries in favour of large-scale fisheries (mentioned above), government policies may play central roles in preventing the collapse of fish stocks and their cascading ecological and economic consequences [9-13]. Among various management strategies, the Brazilian governance allocates fishing subsidies during the spawning period of many aquatic species. These subsidies (regionally referred as “segurodefeso”) are part of a compensatory measure to individuals classified as ‘small-scale fishers,’ as an incentive to comply with temporary fishing bans (http://www.mpa.gov.br/index.php/pesca/seguro-defeso). Yearly, these subsidies correspond to over 1 billion USD, paid to over 1 million of fishers [8]. This program is congruent with leading scientific propositions, urging that a minimum population sizes survives under a given recruitment regime until conditions of adequate productivity for fishing are re-established [14,15]. As such, fish populations (i.e., stocks) should be maintained to permit their re-growth until the following reproduction period, as to regionally permit sustainable (i.e., long-term) fisheries.

In October 2015, resulting from a political manoeuvre to minimize expenses in an economy in crisis, the federal Brazilian authorities merged the Ministry of Fisheries within the Ministry of the Agriculture. Recently, this latter agency released an inter-ministerial decree (192/2015) [16] that terminates the aforementioned subsides to approximately 500,000 of beneficiaries (i.e., fishers and shell fishers) operating in most fishing regions of Brazil, chiefly the Amazon basin and the Northeastern coast, which are amongst the most productive fishing areas of this country [8]. Overall, the decision to suspend this financial compensation is claimed to be based on a need to reassess the eligibility criterion of beneficiaries and, following Pinheiro et al. [17], hundreds of thousands of fishers may be illegally receiving these benefits, a fact already known to the Brazilian authorities [18]. Consequently, this political manoeuvre implies a revision of the criterion enabling individuals to qualify as ‘small-scale fishers’. Although these expenses need to be tightly regulated, arguably within any contexts of financial needs (as it may be the case for fishers no-longer compensated during fishing bans), not only the near-term efforts to reduce fishing efforts and promote adequate recruitment will be compromised, but also potentially increasingly negative ecological and social effects may arise in the advent these no-payments persist. Thus, this ploy may have potentially important impacts on the conservation of marine and freshwater biota [17], with lasting repercussions on regional economy and life quality. Few months after (March, 2016), the Supreme Brazilian judicial court revoked the decision to suspend the social benefit, however, all this administrative act has contributed to the slowness of the system that is responsible for the payment of this, thus generating damages to the livelihood of fishers.

The advent of this scenario suggests that the medium to long-term environmental, economical and societal consequences were most entirely ignored by the responsible Brazilian conservation and natural resource agencies [19,20]. As such, this political manoeuvre adds further concerns to current trends of Brazilian governance on biological conservation by be a decision made solely in an effort to cut short-term expenses. For instance, few more two year ago, the national red lists of endangered species was entirely revoked (released in December 2014) as a result of political influences of the industrial fisheries sector [21]. All this political scenario is extremely worrying because is clear how the little awareness and concern with interests jointing biodiversity and fishers livelihood has been disregarded along modern Brazilian history. As the latest governmental act (13th March, 2017), the Brazilian government in more one administrative act without consider fishers interests, merged the Ministry of Fisheries within the Ministry of the Industry, Foreign trade and Services (9004/2017) [22]. The implications of these political changes to the process of guarantee of fisher’s rights in regard to benefits, services and assignments of national
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fishery policy and sovereignty in the fishing areas may became seriously compromised. Yet, a great part of small-scale fisheries contingent remains in an extreme poverty condition as well as further face conflicts with urbanization and industries Figure 1, that besides disputing fisheries territories also have generated habitats destruction/pollution making still more difficult be a fisher in Brazilian waters.

Here, we argue that if indeed reassessing eligibility criterion is required to avoid fraudulent issuance of these subsidies, implementation of these should be maintained and bedis allowed on a case-by-case basis; i.e., in the cases individuals fail to meet qualifying norms. Such strategy would promote both sustainable practices and goodwill among small-scale fisheries participants and governance. Maintaining such financial compensation does not impede recognizing that other measures exist to stimulate sustainability in fisheries (see “the fishery management cycle” in: [2,23] Instead, this involves basing governance choices in favour of conservation strategies that also promote sustainable small-scale fishing livelihoods. While we agree that an adequate policy-based system is required, cooperation with stakeholders, technical agencies and fisheries researchers may be the best alternative to full governmentally-driven policy making [23].

Conclusion

By the sheer number of involved individuals, small-scale fishery is arguably a challenging endeavour for government management. Despite this reality, practical alternatives exist that may ease government-based practices. Firstly, employing, at least partly, these aforementioned groups of non-government professionals may improve implementing effective monitoring regarding the status of ‘small-scale fishers’. Developing regional councils and inter-states commissions (i.e., associated to distinct eco-regions) formed by fishers and fisheries professionals (including governmental agents) could act as effective control for defining and there after identifying small-scale fishers in a cost effective fashion. Furthermore, employing an ‘eco-labelling’ for consumer-targeted water food products e.g [2,24] may not only supports small-scale fishers and sustainable fishing initiatives, but provide a direct incentive from within the small-scale fisheries sector for self-monitoring and control. Overall, these approaches may offer regionally-educated knowledge, flexible monitoring methods, along with providing rigorous information required to maintain effective governance measures, such as segurodefeso. Secondly, Ecosystem Approach for Fisheries (EAF) is claimed as an effective alternative to governance and management fishery models [25]. Such approach strives to balance diverse societal objectives by accounting both the knowledge and uncertainties of biotic, abiotic and human components of ecosystems and their interactions, while applying an integrated approach to fisheries within ecologically meaningful boundaries [26]. Currently, EAFs practiced in several developed countries, for instance, in the NW Australian shelf [27,28], and the South African pelagic fisheries [29-31]. Such management led to efficient assessment of commercially-exploited stocks, demonstrating the advantages of optimised precautionary resources management. In Brazil, however, implementing these management practices may be initially challenging, mainly given that current management regimes rely on ‘conventional’ fishery approaches and as such, important updating will be required. As pointed out by Castello [18], the Brazilian fishery management model still rely on academic researchers and government technicians to study aspects of the biology and/or population dynamic of the fishery resources. These groups later passes along this generated knowledge to the management agencies. In principle, these latter agencies will there after determine how to set management models and rules, however in practice this seldom occurs. While this approach has effectively been implemented in the European and North American small-scale fishing models, chiefly given that financial and human resources were at one point provided for reaching intended goals [32], this reality as not yet been envisioned by Brazilian management agencies, and as it stands, no such change, a fishery management model in accordance with sustainable practices won't likely occur in a nearby future.

Here we argue that the creation interdisciplinary panels composed of fishers, governmental agencies representatives, non-government fishing professionals and researches would represent the most comprehensible body able to guide small-scale Brazilian fishery management and to effectively identify ‘small-scale fishers’ while contributing to maintaining fishing subsidies as an instrument of socio-environmental development. Clearly, under such endeavour transparency would be required (i.e. keeping all processes open and public), including swift communication of findings and results to beneficiaries. Within this context, the small-scale fishing communities may become legitimate, self-guided (i.e., by fishers) organizations, collaborating with other stakeholders to set tangible goals aimed at a desired management objectives. Complementary knowledge and perspective among involved groups may increase the likelihood that economically and ecologically viable small-scale fisheries is attained and maintained in the mid- long-term future. Unless these subsidies are maintained, any benefits (e.g., savings) hoped by Brazilian authorities will likely evaporate when pitted against adverse ecological, social and economic consequences that may ensue from stock depletion. Given the importance of small-scale fisheries in Brazil, the importance of maintaining these resources should be the first interest of governance.
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